
 
 
Welcome to the FarRail Spring-
Newsletter 2015! 
 
Since my last newsletter things have changed a 
lot. For a long time steam has been fading, but 
there is still life in the dog. But the final locations 
are getting fewer. The steam-free age looks just 
around the corner and now the Harz Narrow 
Gauge Railway is becoming the place with the 
largest number of serviceable steam locomotives, 
17 in total. The number in service became the 
second highest in the summer timetable. Only 
Sandaoling in western China can match the Harz 
railways, BUT, the Harz Narrow Gauge Railway 
runs for tourists while Sandaoling and a few other 
places employ steam locos in regular service for 
purely commercial reasons. In this newsletter, I’ve 
made a list of the few steam locations still worth visiting and which have nothing in common with tourism. You 
could say, the last “real steam” centres. There aren’t many anymore. But at most of these places the locos are 
driven to their limits, bringing heavy loads to their destination. On the other hand, in the summer timetable, the 
Harz locos are also driven beyond their construction limits (and usually quit this service with a number of 
motion and frame break-downs). 
 
If you know of someone who might be interested in this newsletter, just send him the link below. This will open 
a pdf file. The actual newsletter starts on page two. 
 
I would be happy to see you on one or other of my tours. 
 
All the best for the spring, yours, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bernd Seiler 
 
 
The Newsletter contains: 
 
What’s left? The state of the last non-tourist steam destinations in the world 

America 
Africa 
Europe 
Asia 
 

Upcoming and planned tours: 
 Brazil 
 Romania 
 China 
 Eritrea 
 Russia 
 Argentina 



What’s left? The state of the last non-tourist steam destinations in the world 
 
Let’s start in the Americas. America’s last regularly used steam loco, the broad gauge Sentinel from 
AmstedMaxion, Cruzeiro, Brazil, has quit service. This was surprising to many of us as this loco received a 
new boiler only recently. With this non-sensible loss America, North, Central and South, is totally free of any 
non-tourist steam! About the impact on our tour you’ll read further down. 
 
Africa too is on the way to becoming a steam-free continent. The age of steam will be finished in South Africa 
soon. Still now, the class 19D is employed for the Sappi paper mill near Durban, but they’ve already bought 
diesel. This is currently under overhaul and is expected to take over the service on the line to the state railway 
station in May 2015. If you want to see the last active steam loco in South Africa, you need to be rather quick. I 
wouldn’t bank on a delay in overhauling the loco. 
 
The northern neighbour, Botswana, will follow the 
South African model soon. They’ve placed a tender for 
the purchase of diesel locomotives. Botswana’s last 
remaining steam operator is (already for decades) 
Selebi Pikwe copper mines. They’re using the class 
19D as well. Since the tender is now public, it’s only a 
question of time when the last fire will be dropped. 
They’ve extended the running time of the copper 
mines again and again and now it seems long enough 
for them to pay back the investment in new locos. 
 
The Hwange Colliery in Zimbabwe is the last 
remaining location where steam was in daily use. The 
state railway uses a Garratt as well, but not on a daily 
basis any more, there are days when the shunter in Bulawayo sits cold in the shed. The shop crew in Hwange 
was never really able to overhaul a Garratt, and the recent financial problems have led the colliery to lease a 
loco from the state railway. This loco gets its repairs and overhauls in Bulawayo. But a real maintenance and 
overhaul is something different: the shed in Bulawayo is only a shadow of its former self. Most of the work is to 
be done in the P15 shop of the depot. Repairs are taking a long, long time there, but they’re still doing their 
best. But for how long this system can linger on is doubtful. Although the state railway have organised charter 
trains with Garratts, even in Harare, there will be a time when sloughing the remaining locos and using the still 
available spare parts will not help any more to keep the small fleet of Garratts alive. However, at the moment it 
seems Zimbabwe will be the last country in Africa to use steam locomotives to move freight trains. 
 

Less than a handful of steam locos remain in non-tourist 
service in Europe, in Bosnia-Herzegovina. There are two 
2-10-0s class 33 (German class 52, Kriegslok), one in 
Sikulje which operates the mine shunts and the link to the 
state railway station Lukavac, the other one in Dubrave 
which serves the mine there and the connection to the state 
railway station in Ljubace. The third loco in daily use is the 
narrow gauge locomotive in Oskova, on the narrow gauge 
section to the station at Banovici. If you’re lucky, you may 
see the Skoda-built 19-12, which acts as spare for the 
diesel loco. The ticket of the Skoda loco will expire soon 
and hence they’re discussing about overhauling 62 125 to 
use this loco as spare to the diesel shunting loco, while the 

Skoda 0-6-0 is under overhaul. However, to see steam on the narrow gauge section at Banovici requires much 
luck. 
 
If Durdevik ever wins a larger coal delivery contract it might use its 62 111 for shunting in the mine and serving 
the approximately 3 miles long connection to the state railway station in Zivinice. So in the very best case you 
might be able to see five steam locos in use on one day. Steam in Zenica, Kakanj and Breza, however, is 
history. 
 
There are a number of fireless steam locos in Europe, especially in Germany, but I want to leave them out 
here. 
 
Other than the above, all that remains is in Asia. But also here steam is on the downgrade; only two countries 
still offer non-tourist steam: Indonesia and China. 



The once very steamy east of Java is, apart from the two 
fireless locos in Semboro, almost steam free. Asembagus has 
no steam any more and the two locos in the shed will be 
probably never repaired. Olean uses, at best, one steam loco 
per day to haul loaded trains from the fields to the mill – but not 
every day. They prefer the little Japanese diesels. In the mill 
itself the number of stationary steam engines is declining as 
well. Almost every year one or more steam engine is replaced 
by electric motors. They’ve also scrapped one of the 1878 built 
French engines. They’re not interested in the preservation of 
the industrialisation of Indonesia, which started with the sugar 
mills. 
 
In the eastern part of Central Java we find Kanigoro with one 
and Purwodadi with two locomotives in daily use during the 
milling season. Pagottan uses up to three fireless Luttermöller-
engines. Then we have Tasik Madu, but more than two locos in 
steam has become rare also here. The highest density of steam 
can be found in the western part of Central Java. Here you can 
still find hard working steam locomotives. Sragi with its seven or 
eight locos in steam at the peak of the harvesting season leads 
by numbers, followed by Sumberharjo with five to six locos in 
steam. Sumberharjo is the last remaining sugar mill which 
sends steam every day into the fields. Unfortunately, the loaded trains run mostly in darkness. The most 
western sugar mill with steam service is Pangka with up to four locomotives in steam at one time. In the best 
case on Java you can see up to 24 locomotives in steam plus, at maximum, five fireless locos at any given day 
in the milling season. 
 

China continues to change quickly. For most of the remaining 
steam locomotive operators, it would be easy to change to 
diesel. But steam is cheaper to operate for a coal mine as long 
as labour is cheap. However, the number of steam locomotives 
in use is going down year by year. Diaobingshan, most of you 
may know it as Tiefa, ceased its passenger service completely, 
leaving only Baiyin as a steam passenger operator. Even 
though Daiobingshan continues to shunt with steam at the 
power plant, it is now among the numerous industries using only 
one or two locos, which sit most of the day idle in a corner 
before they start a few boring shunts up and then rest again. It’s 
not worth travelling so far for such operations. There is certainly 
a slim chance that a hidden gem of steam operation is still 
undiscovered, but with the small number of steam enthusiasts 
still travelling to China, it’s unlikely that such a gem with a 
scenic line to an interchange yard on the state railway will be 
found before it’s dieselised. What remains of worthwhile 
destinations are just four locations, where steam still works hard 
and to its limit. 
 
Fuxin has six locos in daily use which serve the spoil dump (a 
dramatic climb!), two power plants, a mine and a few other 
locations. Fuxin has become the hotspot of steam in Manchuria, 
and it seems will become the last one. They have their own 
workshop which carries out heavy overhauls. On the other hand 
you can’t say for how long Fuxin will stick to their steam fleet. 
They have diesels already and could easily afford to purchase 

more. A decision of any new manager could make the last steamy place in Manchuria steam-free virtually 
overnight. 
 
Nearby Fuxin you can find Pingzhuang. They already dieselised the remaining line, but returned to steam 
when their second hand DF4Bs turned out to be unreliable. The two or three SYs which returned to service will 
see their last spring, it’s unlikely that the company will stick to steam. They’ve already replaced their class JS 
locos in Yuanbaoshan with industrial diesel locos which were bought new. So it’s foreseeable that they’ll buy 
new locos for their line in Pingzhuang as well. 



The last passenger service in the world can be seen in Baiyin, north of Lanzhou. Almost all traffic around the 
industrial sites is now dieselised, but the passenger train to Shenbutong still sees a chimney first, steam 
hauled train which trashes uphill through the loess mountains. This, at least through winter 2015, because the 
passenger coaches are steam heated and don’t have the independent coal-fired system of most of the 
traditional passenger coaches of China. At one time it was a novelty to save operating costs, now the heating 
is the only reason they’re still using steam. The passenger service to Sanyelian (operated tender first) was 
already replaced with buses. 
 
The entrance fee to this – hmmm, steam paradise wouldn’t be the correct word – last real steam passenger 
service is high: 500 RMB (ca. 50 Pounds) per day per person; but without this permit you’ll not have access to 
the loess mountain section of this railway. 
 
Last but not least: the highest density of real steam 
anywhere in the world can be found in Sandaoling. 
Despite hopes that the new line to the new 
underground mine would be served by steam didn’t 
come to fruition following some test runs with steam 
and diesel, Sandaoling remains the hottest place on 
earth for steam enthusiasts. Nine locos are in daily 
use, with four of them serving the steep, partly 
double tracked section out of the pit to the unloading 
point. If you’re lucky, every half an hour a train 
thrashes up the gradient. Besides this operation you 
have the services to the deep mines in Yijing and 
Erjing. In a moon-like landscape the locos work hard 
against the gradient, but mainly tender first uphill or 
pushing the train. Additionally, there is at least one 
works train around, often with a steam crane in tow. Sandaoling is the best steam location on earth and 
definitely worth the long journey to get there. BUT, in three years it might be all over and I wouldn’t be 
surprised if they quit the service even earlier. 
 
Although Shibanxi still hauls regular passenger trains, I’ll not list it as a real steam destination anymore. The 
line is now driven by tourism and has changed its face completely. The road reached Bagou some time ago 
and the coal traffic beyond Yuejin is history. The line would have been closed by now if it wasn’t for the 
thousands of tourists coming from Chongqing and Chengdu. 
 
 
 
Upcoming and planned tours: 
 
 
Brazil 
 
Brazil ought to be the next tour. That we would need 
to ask them to fire the Sentinel in Cruzeiro for our 
group, for a last time is not the problem for this tour; 
it’s the number of people who are interested but 
haven’t book so far. I’ve received a good number of 
enquiries with an intention to book the tour as soon 
as the tour is confirmed, but I can’t count someone in 
who hasn’t filled in a booking form. Hence the 
interest in the tour is strong but, so far, will not reach the minimum number of participants required. Another 
problem is the free falling of the artificial currency named Euro, against the US-Dollar.  
 
On our tour to Brazil in 2013 it became clear that the railwaymen could make the impossible possible. After a 
few failures during the first days, they caught up and understood the concept. In the end, we got even more 
pictures than we had hoped for. This time everyone involved knows exactly what and how we want it. But how 
good can this tour be – without a number of additional registrations? Without more bookings, I cannot cover all 
the costs and will not run the tour. 
 
 



Romania 
 
How the weather was against us on the last tour! That’s why I will offer this tour again and hope for a golden 
Autumn in the Carpathians. 763 193 is not available, but we can use the original Viseu loco 764 469, as they 
overhauled it recently. We only need two more bookings to be able to confirm its running. 
 
 
China 
 
The last winter was lousy (however, we brought home excellent pictures) and I’ve already mentioned that I 
wouldn’t actually call it a real winter-farewell-tour. We’ll try it again … huge steam exhaust clouds in crystal 
clear, deep blue winter skies, from hard working locomotives. At the end of November/beginning of December, 
we want to return to China. Despite the exorbitantly high prices in Baiyin, we’ll include the last real passenger 
train in the world in our programme. Sandaoling, Fuxin and Pingzhuang are on the list as well – everything that 
is still worth photographing and guarantees much enjoyment. 
 
We expect to see almost 20 different steam locos in real service. Our visit to Pingzhuang is not certain as time 
for the remaining steam locos is running out but, so far, they’re confident that steam will last until the Chinese 
new year in 2016. 
 
 
Eritrea 
 
Many people are waiting for a trip report. Well, in the German 
magazine “Stern” (Star) there was already a nine page long article 
about this tour from the viewpoint of a journalist. You can see some 
impressions of the tour on the Flickr picture stream from Darryl Bond: 
 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kiwibonds/sets/72157647438766994/ 
 
The trip report is written in German only, but not yet published. I don’t 
have time to translate it or prepare the pictures for the article. It’s 
virtually impossible to be fair to the steam locos on the Harz and work 
less than 50 hours a week for the railway. My current target is to 
publish the report before summer 2015. It was very much like a 
farewell tour to Eritrea – but I’ve worked on arranging an “Arbaroba 
special” and to use this occasion to discuss another coal delivery to 
Eritrea, but this time only with a guarantee from the state that I do not 
need to buy my own coal again after it’s reached the shores of 
Eritrea. 
 
The technical condition of the rolling stock and the line has declined, 
in some parts, dramatically. Massawa can be reached by rail again, 
but it’s only a question of time when the next heavy rain will make it impassable by landslides and washouts 
again. The elaborate water protection equipment installed by the Italians as they built the line is very useful – 
but only when maintained properly. If you don’t care for them, a light rain can cause trouble easily. 
 
If there turns out to be a chance for a visit to Eritrea again, I’ll arrange the tour for January 16th to 24th, 2016. 
As mentioned, it will be a programme in the upper section of the railway only. 
 
 
Russia 
 
For a moment, it seemed possible to have another attempt at a tour to Russia, as the exchange rate changed 
drastically. This has generated hope that it might be affordable to run steam charter trains in Russia. But while 
the west is digging at Russia, the Euro has started its free fall against the US-Dollar. As many of the 
participants would come from the Euro-countries, with the struggling Euro I can’t see the advantage of the 
heavily fallen Russian Rouble for such a tour any more. The tour would require 80 participants willing to spend 
around 5,000 Euros (3,500 Pounds) to make it happen. I can’t imagine that this is a realistic target. 
 
 



Argentina 
 
On our last tour we were extremely lucky – again. We 
had almost flawless weather conditions and the trains 
worked as planned and sometimes even better. As 
usual, many arrangements could be made at the last 
minute only, but they matched the requirements of our 
group almost perfectly. We took a lot of good pictures 
and memories home from Patagonia. 
 
Some of the participants have already started to 
bother me about another tour to Argentina already. I 
have seen some very tempting winter photographs, 
some dramatic shots with a lot of snow. But snow and 
sun combined with a gentle wind are really rare between Esquel and Ing. Jacobacci. In addition, if the snow 
plough becomes stuck in a snowbank at Nahual Pan, we might not be able to proceed. On the other hand 
winter pictures speak their own language, of the beauty of steam, endless trails of steam exhaust in an endless 
landscape, dramatic clouds over snow capped mountains, steam locos fighting with the elements ... After we 
had a fantastic Autumn and a similarly fantastic Spring (with trees in blossom!) wouldn’t it be time to try 
something different? Please let me know your opinion: Winter (August) or Spring (October) 2016 in Patagonia? 
Or even summer (January)? 
 
The tour wouldn’t be a cheapy, not even when paid in the currently quite strong Pound Sterling. The price of 
the event won’t be known until 12 months before we want to start. It’s impossible to predict the development of 
exchange rates. However, no matter what the price will be in the end, the experience of the “Old Patagonian 
Express” will be worth every Penny. It’s a railway of superlatives and the experience of Patagonia can’t be 
measured in Pounds and Pennies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winter in Patagonia ... Photos: Jorge Miglioli, Ricardo Urtasun, unknown 
 
Other tour destinations are being worked on, but it’s far too early to talk about them. There would be so much 
possible in the world if only the authorities and the railway men would be willing to do it, and the prices would 
be bearable! 


